FUEL MANAGEMENT

ONE CARD FOR ALL
YOUR FUEL NEEDS
FOR TODAY, TOMORROW AND THE FUTURE...

Benefits:

Arval One Card

The latest Chip and PIN technology
Bringing the very best security to each
fuel transaction.*

Complete control over ﬂeet fuel spend

One card, 7,700 fuel sites and no
transaction fees
Complete UK coverage with controllable
costs.

The Arval One Card represents a new generation of fuel cards, combining
the traditional benefits of this kind of product with some very innovative
thinking.
So, it remains a simple and convenient way for ﬂeets to take control of their
fuel expenditure, while simultaneously cutting their administrative burden
- but it also uses the latest Chip and PIN technology for maximum security
and to access a range of new benefits. Using your own criteria or designing
a policy with the help of our fuel experts, you can set up Arval One so that
it is used in exactly the way that you want, for example, by setting greater
larger fuel purchases on cards for larger vehicles, limits on non-fuel
purchases and even specifying retailers.

Accepted at all supermarket fuel sites
Giving drivers access to often the
cheapest petrol and diesel.
Specialist fuel reviews and
recommendations
Our experts at Arval can help you to
formulate the right policy.

We can even link it to Arval Active Link so that drivers can securely record
their private and business mileage and link it to actual fuel costs.
Acceptance is wide-ranging, with the Arval One Card welcomed across
the entire Allstar network, which means it’s recognised by all major
brands with 7,700 fuel sites nationwide, including motorway services and
supermarket forecourts.
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And, where you see the Discount Diesel logo – present at 1,800 sites across
the country – you’ll receive a two pence per litre discount on the pump
price, a saving that adds up to into very worthwhile amounts.
Finally, all of your spending is consolidated into a single invoice, removing
the need to process hundreds or thousands of individual receipts
and providing an essential summary that can be used to reclaim VAT.
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Stop
The Discount Diesel logo –
present at 1,800 fuel outlets
- is the key to unlocking your
savings. Tell your drivers to
look for it or use the online
national directory.

Consolidated HMRC approved invoice
One invoice for the simple reclaim of VAT
on business fuel including “line level 3
detail.”
Discounted diesel at 1,800 fuel sites
Save two pence per litre on the pump
price where you see the Discount Diesel
logo.

With all the advantages it provides, the Arval One Card is the very best
way for ﬂeets to buy fuel.

Save two
pence per
litre with
Discount
Diesel

Giving you complete control
Set controls on purchase types
or restrict expensive brands.

* Chip and Signature can be issued when
the vehicle has multiple drivers
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Swipe
Fill up and pay at the kiosk
using your Arval One Card,
making sure it is swiped to
unlock your savings.
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Save
The discount will
automatically be applied
to your monthly invoice.

THE ARVAL ONE CARD
Complete control with
Chip and PIN

Accepted at all
Supermarket fuel sites

Limit purchases by type
to keep costs down.

Giving drivers access to
the cheapest fuel.

Complete Convenience,
Reduced Costs

One card, 7,700
fuel sites and
no transaction fees
Complete UK coverage
with controllable costs.

Discounted diesel
at 1,800 fuel sites
Save 2p per litre on the
pump price.

Consolidated HMRC
approved invoice

Specialist fuel reviews and
recommendations

Simple reclaim of VAT on
business fuel.

Consultancy expertise to assess
ﬂeet and fuel costs together.

Find out more
To talk through the benefits and features of
fuel management please contact your
Business Manager
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